CASE NOTE

HIGH LEVEL OF
SECURITY
STANDARDS ACROSS
MULTIPLE
ENVIRONMENTS.
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NO DISRUPTION
SECURE CLOUD
MIGRATION

risual has been working with a long
standing client in the Built Environment
industry to aid its move to the Cloud. This
in itself was a significant project and
extremely business critical. The client
couldn’t risk any downtime, loss of data, or
any generic pains that might come with a
large project.
The main driver for wanting to complete a
Cloud migration was to ensure the entire
environment, across teams, and external
parties which might need access, would be
secure.
risual completed the Cloud migration,
which had zero negative impact on the
organisation, with no disruptions or pain.
This was an extremely successful project,
and the client was assured it’s in safe
hands with the risual team.
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PROVIDING A SECURE
ENVIRONMENT FOR
5,000 EMPLOYEES

Following this, the client and risual
worked together to consider the next
steps in the security journey. As an
organisation which employs over
5,000 staff and engages with several
third parties, it desired to have a way
of creating highly secure and highly
confined environments for certain
aspects of the organisation to
operate from within.
The team working on the cloud
migration project worked to design a
secure environment, a concept which
needed to be repeatable. The secure
Microsoft 365 environment was
created and implemented for
internal staff to help encourage high
collaboration across teams, and
provide a secure environment for all
work, document saving and sharing.
The way in which risual configured
this environment has ensured that
the client can simply raise a ticket
with the Managed Services team, and
request for another environment to
be implemented – this can now be
completed in a matter of hours from
the original template.
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SECURE
M365 CLOUD
Benefits from the Secure Microsoft 365
environment;
Simple and time efficient to raise a request
for a new environment and implement
Significant levels of automation during this
M365 environment process
No additional cost or loss of human time
during any future M365 environment
implementations
Entirely secure environment for all internal
staff
End users able to securely save, share and
collaborate across all documents and
devices
No down time and no loss of data during
the cloud migration
This is a really efficient project for the client, and
has further ensured the entire environment is
secure from any potential arising cyber-threats.
The client took upon itself to undergo various
rigorous security audits including an external
PEN Test and the DART Test. A DART Test is the
Defence Assurance Risk Tool, which has been
introduced to enabled MOD to register, triage
and determine approaches to ICT system
security accreditation.
This test in itself is a major audit and highly
recognised industry wide, thus further
showcases the high level of security standards
that are met across the entire organisation and
environments.
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